MEJERIET

SOLPUNK
Åkildevej 10, 5762 Vester Skerninge

26 - 31 AUG 2022

SIGN UP
HERE

What is Solpunk22?
Solpunk22 is a gathering for anyone interested in
creating anything solarpunk with others! Living
document here.
Well, what does that actually mean? Is it an unconference, is it a festival, is it just some punks in a
field? We don't know yet, but a wise guess is that
punks here are interested in many of the following
things:
Lowtech and community tech, Energy reduction and
renewables, sharing resources, temporary nomadic
community, dancing, alternative economy, creating a
just future, hackathons, dumpster diving, opensource
hardware, software and production, means of care
and solidarity, community
There was a Solpunk gathering last year, held at the
grounds of the Myselium Collective, with workshops
about solar panels, scuttlebutt/fediverse, edible wild
plants, contact dancing, utopian thinking, dumpster
diving, psychedelics, planetary meditations, local
alternative history, starlight rave dancing and more
and all the connections and meetings happening in
between it all.

a great opportunity to
learn, experience and share.
So bring your projects,
make a workshop!

Who are we?

Who and how - are - we?
We are a group doing this together, and we want to learn how
to do things together. If you want to tag along, your are in
the group. We are we.

Solpunk22 operates
according to the
following principles:
Leave Better Trace: give back to
the space we're in and clean up
after ourselves
Self-organized: organized in a
distributed fashion with a flat
structure
Collective funding: We sign up
what we're doing and
crowdsource the costs at the end
of the festival.
Care for the people
Care for the future
Share knowledge

The aim is to have 60
attendees, with a cap of 100.
To enable this, we need:
Electricity
Hopefully we'll be able so use a solar setup again.
Or else, well might need to think different or go
stonepunk :)
Water
Like last year it will be possible to gather fresh
water in tanks.
Toilets
A kitchen
Like last year, the plan is to setup an outdoor off
grid kitchen.
Sleeping areas
Bring a tent or a tarp. Bring two if you can. If the
weather is really bad, there might be rough indoor
area. Think of a dusty barn.
Dry areas
It might also be a possiblity to move activities and
workshop indoor, if the weather is bad or its
needed.
Tech stuff: Bring your gear if you want to join the
decentral interwebz someone will build, or learn
about new radical software or just hack away.

